Home-Based Learning has been a good experience and it saves
time for us because we don’t need to travel to the learning
centre. We thank you so much for the effort you are doing
to enhance the lessons and make them innovative and
creative for them to learn. Please stay safe and healthy
Parent of P4 DAS student
From Joanne Tan Shi Huey - Senior Educational Therapist

Being a DAS teacher must have been challenging
especially during these uncertain times. Though the class size
is relatively smaller than mainstream schools, it takes passion
and commitment to do what you do every week. Besides
following up on my son’s uncompleted homework, you were
always engaging your students during the lesson live streaming. I
would like to extend my appreciation and recognition of your
efforts by making the class as interesting for the kids as you always
do, (when I peep over his shoulders during live stream).
Parent of DAS Student
From Yun Mei Lau – Educational Therapist
DAS is way ahead in conducting the live stream lessons
much before other commercial tuition centres and even
primary schools. They had teething problems, but
DAS did not! We are very appreciative and a huge
THANK YOU! Stay well.
Parent of DAS Student @ Bishan

Just a note to thank you, it is not easy, but I think you manage the
class very well! This is a new experience for the children too I am
sure they will remember this experience forever! Thank you!
Parent of DAS Student
From Nurizzah bte Mohamed Noor
- Senior Educational Therapist

Parents have been incredibly supportive and encouraging so far.
Some even choose to sit in for every lesson to assist their child.
Overall, this HBL experience has shown me that we are all
just doing our best to support our dyslexic learners. It has
also a blessing that my Woodlands family is always there
to support each other.
Parent of DAS Student
From Camillia Churemi - Senior Educational Therapist

We thank you so much for putting in the effort to make
innovative and creative lessons for them to learn. Please stay
safe and healthy so the children can meet you again.
DAS Parent
I must say, the way DAS has transitioned to online
learning has been done extremely well, your
instructions have been easy to follow.
DAS Parent
One of the notable things so far was how DAS
adopted a common platform for your online
learning by using Google class. We think
DAS has done a great job in
implementing the Home-based
Lessons, thumbs up to your team
DAS Parent

